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Abstract
Political scientists have worked on a sizable body of research to examine the factors that
influence voter turnout. There has been significant scholarship specifically focusing on the factor
of electoral closeness – how close a specific race is whether it be a local, state, or national race.
This is inevitably tied into competitiveness, or the makeup of the political parties within a
district. Research has shown that closeness and competitiveness are positively correlated with
voter turnout. However, as much of this research measures voting at the district level, it does not
give a more nuanced look at this relationship. By using precinct level voter data and examining
precincts that switched districts after the 2010 redistricting cycle, we are able to dive deeply into
the relationship between competitiveness and voter turnout - something that previous research
has not done. This data is less susceptible to political manipulation as this is usually done on a
larger scale than the precinct level. We find that in our basic model, there is a positive
relationship between competitiveness and voter turnout – with turnout increasing as precincts
switch into more competitive districts and decreasing as precincts switch into less competitive
districts. In our full model, we see that as precincts switch to less competitive districts, voter
turnout decreases, regardless of the majority party within the district. This research gives insight
into how a district’s competitiveness influences voter turnout, and how redistricting can be used
as a tool to examine the effect not only of competitiveness, but the effects that redistricting itself
can have on voter turnout.
Introduction
The influence that electoral competitiveness, among other factors, has on voter turnout has been
widely examined in recent decades. Studies have also explored the influence of factors such as
redistricting, incumbency, information costs, and the political makeup of districts on elections
and voter turnout.i These factors are closely tied to party competitiveness. Party competitiveness
within districts – unlike electoral closeness, which describes the closeness of certain elections –
describes the makeup of Democrats and Republican within districts; districts that have a more
balanced partisan makeup are more competitive.
Previous research shows that electoral closeness has significant influence on voter turnout.ii This
research posits that the closer an election is, the higher the turnout will be. This has been shown
to be not just from the closeness of a race on its own, but how political donors and
decisionmakers allocate resources in response to this closeness.iii Some of these studies allege
that how party officials and donors choose to invest in candidates, donate, and organize in races

that are competitive - i.e. by pouring more resources into close races - is vastly different than
races that are not.
Additionally, research has focused on the effects that redistricting has on electoral closeness and
voter behavior. For instance, redistricting has effects on incumbency advantage - the increased
funding and recognition that incumbents receive compared to their challengers. Researchers
found that after redistricting, incumbents often lost some of their advantage as voters did not
necessarily have as much familiarity with their new representative.iv Research has also shown
that redistricting has the potential to decrease the number of competitive seats in the House.v The
research on voter turnout has shown that while the closeness of elections - which correlates with
the competitiveness of seats - increases voter turnout, lack of competitiveness due to redistricting
could be another contributing factor in decreasing voter turnout.
Our paper uses redistricting to study how competitiveness within a district influences voter
turnout. There is minimal research in this area, but we can use Charles Hunt’s 2018 paper as a
base finding.vi His paper studies individual level voting in Florida to see how a factor that he
deems as “partisan displacement” has on voting behavior. His findings indicate that higher
partisanship (i.e. less competitive districts) leads to decreased voter turnout. We hope to build on
this finding by expanding our research to more geographic areas and by making change in
competitiveness the sole variable of interest for our analysis. While Hood & Mckee in 2008
examined the effects of redistricting on voting habits, we also expand on this research by
breaking down changes in competitiveness of precincts by political party, giving us a much more
nuanced look at the effects competitiveness has on turnout.vii
This critical decision to use precinct-level data is how our research improves upon other voter
engagement studies. These other studies examine behavior at the district level, which makes it
difficult to control for major redistricting changes and to create a natural quasi-experiment. As
we use redistricting as an event that causes some precincts to switch competitiveness, our model
harnesses this change to measure the resulting changes in voter turnout. In addition, by using
precinct-level data, the number of observations in our research is an order of magnitude larger
than those of district-level studies.
Thus, this research ultimately serves to test the following hypotheses:
H1: As districts become more competitive, voter turnout will increase.
H2: As districts become less competitive, voter turnout will decrease.
We use a difference-in-differences design to analyze our longitudinal data and isolate the
treatment effect of redistricting at the precinct level as much as possible using controls and fixed
effects. Our basic model confirms both H1 and H2, as voter turnout increases as precincts switch
into more competitive districts, and decreases as precincts switch into less competitive districts.

Redistricting
To test our hypotheses, we use the decennial reapportionment and redistricting that occurred
between the 2010-2012 elections as our “treatment”. Congressional reapportionment occurs
every ten years after the decennial census. As set in the Reapportionment Act of 1929, the
number of voting seats in the House of Representatives is capped at 435. Each state is
apportioned a number of seats which approximately corresponds to its share of the cumulative
population of the 50 states. States are required by law to be notified of the reapportionment of
seats by January 25th of the year following the census. If the number of seats to which a state is
entitled has changed, the state is able to determine the new boundaries of the congressional
districts, known as redistricting. In the case of the 2010 census, which we utilize to test our
hypotheses, states were notified of the reapportionment in December of 2010viii.
A preliminary discussion of the historical and political context of redistricting is important in
understanding our hypotheses. Partisan redistricting, or “gerrymandering”, is the act of dividing
or arranging (a territorial unit) into election districts in a way that gives one political party an
unfair advantage, and almost always carries a negative connotationix. Partisan gerrymandering
usually occurs when the authority that is put in place to redistrict the congressional districts is
controlled by one political party who shapes the districts to provide the best outcomes for their
political party.
Each state is able to determine their own method for redistricting. Depending on the state,
congressional districts are drawn by the state legislature, political commissions, or independent
commissionsx. In 37 states overall, and five of the six states that we included in our study (CT,
MD, MA, TX, MD), the state legislature holds the power to redraw the lines of the legislative
district, and they do so by different means including by creating reapportionment committees.
Once the new districts are drawn, the legislature will vote on whether or not to adopt the new
state and congressional legislative districts. In two states, including Connecticut, the redrawn
districts must be approved by a ⅔ supermajority vote. In six states overall, including two
included within our study (CT and MD), Governors hold veto power over the congressional
districts, effectively holding extreme influence over the final decisions. Because of the influence
that the Governors hold, in order to ensure that their perspective is incorporated into the
redistricting process, they often create commissions to advise the legislatures on the legislative
map-making process.
In seven states overall, and one state included in our study (PA), the redistricting process is
conducted by an independent politician commission. These commissions take the redistricting
process out of the hands of the legislature, but normally include elected representatives.
Commission members can be specific statewide elected officials, or as is the case in
Pennsylvania, they are appointed by legislative leadership. These commissions are often

bipartisan in nature. Lastly, courts have played an important role in assessing the fairness of
redistricted maps. Historically, courts have presided over cases that challenge maps due to
partisan and racial gerrymandering, and cases that deal with the “one-person, one-vote”
principal.xi
Political Landscape During the Redistricting Cycle:
Research indicates that partisan political actors, such as state legislators and governors, are
singularly motivated to achieve reelectionxii, which allows us to infer that they will utilize the
redistricting process to gerrymander in order to ensure that they and other members of their party
will face better odds in elections. Thus it is important to note the state of the political landscape
when redistricting decisions were made.
The 2010 elections are widely seen as a so-called “red wave”. Notably, the Republican party
picked up 60 additional seats in the House of Representatives, gained 5 Governorships, and the
control of both chambers of the state legislatures in 26 states across the country.xiii These
Republican gains set the stage for extreme partisan gerrymanders in the three states where
Republican-controlled congressional districts outnumbered those won by Democrats.
Additionally, as noted in the Brennan Center’s study on extreme gerrymandering, Pennsylvania
has the most extreme level of partisan gerrymandering, while Texas and Virginia were noted to
have less, but still severe bias in the newly-drawn districts. These partisan map-drawing efforts
in the states we examined led to net gains in Republican congressional seats by removing
competitiveness in congressional elections where there otherwise would have been competitive
races.
Democrats are not exempt from attempting to give their party an unfair advantage by using
partisan gerrymandering tactics. Maryland xiv has been called a “textbook example of partisan
gerrymandering.”xv After the 2010 census, Democratic insiders, with outside expertise, attempted
to craft a congressional map that would only leave one Republican congressional district. These
redrawn maps were effective, in the 113th congress which was elected in 2012, Democrats won
seven districts, whereas Republicans held one. If the districts were drawn to match the
proportional partisan breakdown of seats to electorate, there would be two Republican districts,
and one competitive district.xvi
As mentioned, courts can also play a role in determining the boundaries of congressional
districts. After the 2010 census and redistricting process, redrawn electoral maps were
challenged in 12 statesxvii. Electoral maps from states in our datasets that had court challenges
include Connecticutxviii, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Texas and Virginia. Of the states whose
electoral maps were challenged in court, districts in Texas and Virginia maps were changed due
to racial gerrymandering xixxx. Additionally, the congressional districts in Pennsylvania were
redrawn by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court due to partisan gerrymanderingxxi. None of the

redrawn districts were in effect for the elections within our dataset. Additional court challenges
of maps that were argued to be partisan gerrymanders were dismissed in 2019 when the United
States Supreme Court ruled that courts did not have the jurisdiction to judge how much partisan
gerrymandering was too much. xxii
We were able to use the redistricting process that took place after the 2010 census as a quasinatural experiment to test our hypothesis that the rise in political polarization and less
competitive races will overall lead voter turnout to decrease. We test whether, as districts
become more electorally competitive, voter turnout will increase. In addition to identifying and
examining legislative voting precincts, and which switched from an electorally competitive
congressional district to a safe congressional district, as well as which precincts switched from a
Republican district to a Democratic district, we look at variables such as total votes, partisan vote
share, and the Cook Partisan Voter Index (PVI) in the 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014 elections.
The Cook PVI is a widely adopted measure of electoral competitiveness that uses results from
the prior two presidential elections in congressional districts and compares them to the nation as
a whole. PVIs are calculated by comparing a congressional district's average Democratic or
Republican Party share of the two-party presidential vote in the past two presidential elections to
the national average share for those elections. For example, the national average for 2004 and
2008 was 51.2% Democratic to 48.8% Republican. In Alaska's at-large congressional district, the
Republican candidate won 63% and 61% of the two-party share in the 2004 and 2008
presidential elections, respectively. Comparing the average of these two district results (62%)
against the average national share (48.8%), this district voted 13.2 percentage points more
Republican than the country as a whole, or R+13.xxiii We utilize PVI as our measure of partisan
polarization in order to determine which congressional races are electorally competitive (within a
Cook PVI rating of D+5 or R+5) and which congressional races are non-competitive (over R+5
or D+5).
State and Congressional District Characteristics:
For the purpose of our study, we have included six states with varying partisan, geographic, and
demographic characteristics: Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Texas, and
Virginia. Together these states represent 87 congressional seats post-redistricting in total. Of the
states included in our study, three (CT, MD, MA) have more Democrat-controlled congressional
districts and three (PA, TX, VA) have more Republican-controlled congressional districts. For
the purposes of this paper, we will utilize these two partisan groupings of states to discuss and
analyze our findings. Before our more rigorous statistical analysis of the data we compiled, we
were compelled by several initial observations in our summary statistics that informed our
analyses and some that indicate that the effects of our hypothesis were indeed being seen across
states.

After the 2011 congressional reapportionment and redistricting cycle, Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania each lost one congressional seat, Texas gained four congressional seats, and
Connecticut, Maryland, and Virginia each retained the same number of Congressional Seats. In
the first election after reapportionment, the 2012 election for the 113th congress, Maryland
gained one Democratic seat, Pennsylvania lost two Democratic seats and gained one Republican
seat, Texas gained three seats and one Republican seat, Massachusetts lost one Democratic seat,
and Connecticut and Virginia retained the same number of seats by party (Table 1). It should
also be noted that in the two elections after redistricting, average vote count decreased in
Connecticut, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and Texas, whereas average vote count increased in
Massachusetts and Virginia as compared to the two elections before redistricting. As mentioned,
partisan players are incentivized to make congressional districts more strongly partisan during
redistricting in order to ensure election victories for themselves and other co-partisan politicians.
We believe that the decrease in vote count supports our hypothesis that as districts become more
partisan in nature, less voters will turn out.
In examining average PVI across the 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014 elections, data indicated that
the three Democrat states had overall PVI in the Democrat PVI range both before and after
redistricting. Conversely, while this trend continued in two Republican states (TX and VA), in
Pennsylvania, the average PVI scores indicated a Democrat leaning of D+5. In order to offset
bias caused by extremely high PVI values within individual congressional districts, we looked at
the number of +D and +R PVI values at a congressional district level. This allows us a snapshot
view of partisanship across congressional districts in all states, and indicates that partisanship
within congressional districts in our sample is relatively balanced. It does show that after
redistricting, there was a slight increase of two Republican districts with PVI values.

Table 1: State by State Congressional Delegation Before/After Redistricting
State

Congressional Delegation by
Party Affiliation Before
Redistricting
(112th Congress)

Congressional Delegation by
Party Affiliation After
Redistricting
(113th Congress)

Connecticut

5 Democrats

5 Democrats

Maryland

2 Republicans; 6 Democrats

1 Republicans; 7 Democrats

Massachusetts

10 Democrats

9 Democrats

Pennsylvania

12 Republicans;
7 Democrats

13 Republicans;
5 Democrats

Texas

23 Republicans;
9 Democrats

24 Republicans;
12 Democrats

Virginia

8 Republicans; 3 Democrats

8 Republicans; 3 Democrats

Total

45 Republicans;
40 Democrats

46 Republicans;
41 Democrats

Note: This table shows the effects of redistricting and reapportionment on the congressional seats
within the states in our dataset by using the results of the 2010 and 2012 congressional elections.
Corroborating our hypothesis, in examining trends in total vote count, we noticed that a decrease
in participation was often seen in the most partisan of congressional districts. For safe
Republican congressional districts ( ≥ R+5) average vote count was much more likely to
decrease when comparing pre and post vote count averages. Across all six states included in our
study, we found that 22 districts decreased in average vote count compared to eight districts
where vote count increased. The majority of these observations came from Republican seats in
Texas where 15 Republican seats ≥ R+5 decreased in vote count whereas three Democratic seats
increased. Interestingly, our findings indicated that across safe Democrat districts ( ≥ D+5 ) voter
turnout was much more likely to increase in highly partisan districts. Average vote count
increased in 21 safely Democratic districts whereas average vote count decreased in only 11
districts.
We found interesting examples of the phenomena in voter participation in congressional districts
before and after redistricting. First, we identified a congressional district that indicates what our
model attempts to prove: Pennsylvania’s 4th congressional district switched from Democratic
seat to a Republican seat after redistricting, coinciding with a PVI increase of R+4.42 to R+7.5
and decrease in average vote count by 11%. This example illustrates our hypothesis; that as a
district moves from a competitive district (less than 5+R) to a non-competitive district (greater
than 5+R), voter turnout will decrease. Within the data, we also see an example that goes against
the grain of our hypothesis. In Maryland's 6th congressional district, we observed a switch from
the seat being held by a Republican pre-redistricting to the seat being held by a Democrat after
redistricting. Here PVI decreased from R+13 to R+4 , but interestingly voter turnout decreased
by 23%. This could indicate that Republican leaning voters, believing their district to be safe,
turned out to vote in fewer numbers. Another possible explanation is that the precincts that
moved in and out of this congressional district due to the redistricting process may have had
extremely different levels of participation. A third interesting example, the 11th congressional

district in Pennsylvania, PVI values flipped from from D+4.5 to R+3.6 and average vote count
decreased by 1%. This demonstrates that even as partisan makeup shifts, a competitive
congressional district can lead average voter turnout to remain at similar levels.
Data & Methods:
Previous research in voter turnout has relied on county-level or congressional district-level data
to determine how turnout is affected by different factors, including redistricting. For our
research, we drill down into voter precincts to understand voter turnout on a more granular level;
precinct level data is more insulated from the partisan aspect of gerrymandering, and is therefore
a superior level of measurement. This is critical to understand more clearly how district-level
political partisanship can affect how voters behave. And while previous research (Hunt 2018) has
used individual level data, our research expands the geographical scope from just one state to a
total of six states across the U.S. Furthermore, by using a precinct level of analysis we are able to
significantly increase the number of observations in our dataset, adding the overall strength of
our design. It would have strengthened our design to compare adjacent districts with differing
redistricting shifts (see discussion in ‘Limitations’), but we feel that our design and statistical
controls construct a solid counterfactual.
Our research uses precinct-level voter data from the Harvard Election Data Archive (HEDA).
We use data from Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia.
While data was available for all fifty states, the data was inconsistent and often omitted different
years or precinct-level variables were not recorded consistently over time. We selected these six
states because they contained the most comprehensive and consistent data. We used this source
to calculate total votes, votes by party, as well as Democratic and Republican vote share. From
here, we added variables that indicated other races happening in a state (e.g. presidential,
gubernatorial) and whether an incumbent was running, as we anticipated that these races
typically draw different turnout rates, which we are using as our primary outcome measure.
Shifts in district competitiveness were crucial to our experimental design; using data from the
Cook Political Report, we measured party competitiveness within districts over time using PVI
as a metric.We coded 0 as “perfectly competitive”, where more negative PVIs indicated a
stronger Republican leaning, and positive integers indicated Democratic partisanship at the
district level. Any district (and precincts therein, by extension) within 5 points above and below
0 was deemed competitive, and any districts outside of that 10 point range around the center of
the index were categorized as non-competitive (i.e. clearly leaned Democratic or Republican).
We generated directional and partisan directional variables in order to determine the unique
characteristics of party specific behavior We used an average of PVIs in all pre-redistricting
observations (2006-2010) to calculate competitiveness for the pre period, and did the same for
the post-redistricting observations (2012-2014). If a precinct’s pre did not match its post category
of competitiveness, it indicated that it switched, along with a more specific variable to indicate

whether the precinct’s district became more or less competitive. From there, we created our
independent variable of interest using the following mutually exclusive groups (categorical):
Precincts that (1) switched to a more competitive district from a non-competitive blue-leaning
district; (2) switched to a more competitive district from a non-competitive red-leaning district;
(3) switched from a competitive district to a less competitive, blue-leaning district; (4) switched
from a competitive district to a less competitive, red-leaning district; (5) switched from a noncompetitive blue-leaning district to a non-competitive red-leaning district; (6) switched from a
non-competitive red-leaning district to a non-competitive blue-leaning district.
Precinct level election data has its limitations and we had to adapt certain variables and
information for the purposes of our analysis. First, some counties failed to report precinct level
election results for certain years. Based on the other variables in the dataset, there's no reason to
believe that counties' failure to report precinct-level data was systematic and therefore should not
bias our design. It's possible, however, that there is a common feature among these counties that
the dataset does not capture. Any precincts that failed to report results for any of the elections in
our analysis were dropped. Second, a small number of voting precincts had split congressional
districts. In other words, the precinct is split across two congressional districts. In these
circumstances we only looked at the primary congressional district results, and did not look at
change in vote share for secondary districts. Third, in order to balance our dataset, all regressions
were run after dropping any precincts that don’t exist through 2006 - 2014. Our original dataset
also included election data from Louisiana but we were forced to drop it in part due to
inconsistent precincts and the structure of its election process.
For the treatment groups listed above, we do not include precincts that remained within the same
district before and after redistricting, regardless of whether or not their competitiveness category
changed; we are only considering precincts that moved to another district post 2010 and changed
in competitiveness as our ‘treated’ precinctsxxiv. That said, we calculated a variable to indicate
whether or not the precinct became part of a different district as a result of the 2010 census
redistricting cycle. From there, we created our six treatment groups above, in addition to a
comparison group composed of precincts that didn’t get redistricted and/or did not change
competitiveness. Our research covers four elections, two before redistricting and two after –
2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014.
To perform our analysis, we conducted a difference-in-differences estimation of changes in vote
count between our treatment groups and comparison group. In addition to including covariates
that affect turnout such as incumbency and other races in the district that year, we ran models
that included state fixed-effects and clustered standard errors at the precinct level to account for
inherent differences in demographics and other factors between our observations. We also
included time effects by year of observation to account for national trends that might impact all
states and elections. xxv

We opted for a difference-in-differences design because it’s an econometric standard for
comparing the degree of change in an outcome of interest between treatment groups over time.
xxvi
Using this quasi-experimental framework, we tease out: with voting precincts as the unit of
analysis, does voter engagement change when the decennial redistricting cycle moves precincts
into competitive districts? If competitiveness drives voter turnout, the relationship should be
positive.
Our basic model is specified as follows:
I.

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼+𝛽1𝐷𝑖1+𝛽2𝐷𝑖2+𝛽3YearIndicatorsi + 𝛿1GroupVariables𝑖t1∗YearIndicators𝑡+𝜖𝑖𝑡
𝑌𝑖𝑡 =Raw vote count in precinct i at time t; primary outcome measure
𝛽1 = Treatment effect of switching from a non-competitive to a competitive district on
precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖1 = Dummy indicator for treatment group 1 (if precinct i switched to a competitive from
a non-competitive district)
𝛽2 = Treatment effect of switching from a competitive to a non-competitive district on
precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖2= Dummy indicator for treatment group 2 (if precinct i switched to a non-competitive
from a competitive district)
𝛽3 = Year fixed effects (2012-2014)
YearIndicatorst = Year dummy indicators
𝛿1GroupVariables𝑖t1∗YearIndicators𝑡= Effect associated with the interactions of each
treatment group (D1-D2) and each year
𝜖𝑖𝑡 = Error term

Our model with more detailed treatment groups is specified as follows:

II.

𝑌𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼+𝛽1𝐷𝑖1+𝛽2𝐷𝑖2+ 𝛽3𝐷𝑖3 + 𝛽4𝐷𝑖4 + 𝛽5𝐷𝑖5 + 𝛽6𝐷𝑖6 +𝛽7YearIndicatorsi +
𝛿1GroupVariables𝑖t1∗YearIndicators𝑡+𝑡+𝜖𝑖𝑡
𝑌𝑖𝑡 = Raw vote count in precinct i at time t; primary outcome measure
𝛽1 = Treatment effect of switching from a non-competitive blue district to a competitive
district on precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖1 = Dummy indicator for treatment group 1 (if precinct i switched to a competitive from
a non-competitive blue district)
𝛽2 = Treatment effect of switching from a non-competitive red district to a competitive
district on precinct i at time t
𝐷2= Dummy indicator for treatment group 2 (if precinct i switched to a competitive from
a non-competitive red district)
𝛽3 = Treatment effect of switching from a competitive district to a non-competitive blue
district on precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖3 = Dummy indicator for treatment group 3 (if precinct i switched to a non-competitive
red district from a competitive district)
𝛽4 = Treatment effect of switching from a competitive district to a non-competitive red
district on precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖4 = Dummy indicator for treatment group 4 (if precinct i switched to a non-competitive
red district from a competitive district)
𝛽5 = Treatment effect of switching from a non-competitive blue district to a noncompetitive red district on precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖5 = Dummy indicator for treatment group 5 (if precinct i switched to a non-competitive
red district from a non-competitive blue district)
𝛽6 = Treatment effect of switching from a non-competitive red district to a noncompetitive blue district on precinct i at time t
𝐷𝑖6 = Dummy indicator for treatment group 6 (if precinct i switched to a non-competitive
blue district from a non-competitive red district)

𝛽7 = Year fixed effects (2012-2014)
YearIndicatorst = Year dummy indicators
𝛿1GroupVariables𝑖t1∗YearIndicators𝑡= Effect associated with the interactions of each
treatment group (D1-D6) and each year
𝜖𝑖𝑡 = Error term
These models assume that the comparison precincts serve as a good counterfactual, mostly by
way of the parallel trends assumption. That is, the model presumes that absent any redistricting
combined with competitiveness changes, the comparison precincts trend is what we should have
expected to see in the treatment precincts. In this paper, we use a combination of visualizations
and means differences tables in summary statistics to support this assumption.
Difference-in-differences models are strongest when one can prove no compositional differences
in the sample across time. With that in mind, our main concern is that the way precincts are
drawn may change over time; absent GIS mapping methods to track changes in precinct lines, we
have to assume that precincts remain constant geographically over time, which is likely untrue
for a number of the precincts in our sample. We do, however, know the proportion of the “pre”
district that is represented geographically by the “new” district post 2011.xxvii We could apply
this district-level weight to districts therein, but we decided to acknowledge this new district’s
representativeness in the summary statistics instead. We do think, however, that our model’s use
of covariates, fixed effects, time effects, levels, and clustered standard errors makes a strong case
for the internal validity of the observed results.

Analysis and Findings
As mentioned, to conduct our analysis we examined voter precincts and voter behavior within
Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia to see within which
districts they resided, whether they were competitive or non-competitive and if they were moved
from competitive to non-competitive districts and vice versa during redistricting after the 2010
census. Table 2 illustrates the extent each of these precincts were redistricted. Connecticut and
Pennsylvania help to demonstrate the extremes within states. During redistricting, only one of
Connecticut’s voting precincts switched congressional districts , leaving over 99% of districts
intact. Conversely, 2,970 of Pennsylvania’s 8,458 voting precincts switched from one
congressional district to another. For Pennsylvania, the percent of precincts that were preserved
was only 13% . With redistricting procedures managed by states, the amount of variability in

how precincts are redistricted is extreme. Within our dataset, the average percent of redistricted
precincts was 32%.
Table 2 – Summary Statistics of treatment variables

CT
MD
MA
PA
TX
VA
Total

Mean

Observations

Number of
precincts
that
switched
districts

Count of
precincts
redistricted
(sum if
rdst=1)

Average
redistricting
proportion
in the state
(rdstpct)

Min rdstpct in
the state

Max rdstpct
in the state

160
1,751
2,093
8,458
6,702
1,645
20809

1
1,529
435
2,970
2,356
189
7480

0
1,560
2,093
8,176
5,429
1,036
18294

0.9947312
0.7342463
0.6752922
0.131325
0.6750499
0.8745289

0.9852
0.5196
0.4287
0
0
0.71

1
0.9634
0.8937
0.9308
1
0.97

0.68086225

0.4405833333

0.95965

We also analyze the average vote count at the precinct level across elections in 2006, 2008,
2010, and 2014 in order to test our hypothesis that a more competitive voting district will lead to
higher voter turnout. Thus, we expected average vote count to be higher in districts that were
more competitive (again, within a PVI value of 5 points of zero on either side of the political
divide). This effect was most evident in precincts that were non-competitive Democratic
districts that became competitive; across all years in our data set, we observed that average total
vote count is highest in these competitive districts that lean more Democratic. This observation is
also true for average vote count for both Democrat and Republican voters individually. This
allows us to discern that within our dataset, Democratic-leaning districts exhibited the largest
degree of change in vote count due to party competitiveness. It is important to note for
Democrat-leaning precincts, that—not only for Republicans, but Democrats as well—average
vote count is higher in competitive elections than in non-competitive elections which provides
supporting evidence to our theory. Interestingly, across all years, average Republican vote count
was highest in precincts that were non-competitive Democrat to competitive Democrat seats –
higher even than Republican vote count in districts that are non-competitive or competitive GOP
precincts. This indicates that Republican voters may be more sensitive to electoral closeness than
that of their Democratic counterparts. Research on televised political ads and voter turnout
suggests that our findings might be evidence of an “asymmetric partisan mobilization”
phenomenon. xxviiiThis research suggests that Republican sponsored ads mobilize Republican
voters and demobilize Democratic voters (and vice versa for Democratic ads re: Democratic
voters). This source also finds that the GOP spends much more on campaign ads per capita than
Democrats, which could explain the asymmetric partisan sensitivity to electoral closeness we
found.

Additionally, we have observed that within Democratic-leaning precincts, whether they are
competitive or non-competitive, average vote count is higher than in Republican-leaning
precincts as a whole. But if we examine only precincts that are either competitive or noncompetitive and lean Republican, we see the same effect as within Democratic-leaning districts.
Average Democrat and Republican vote count are higher in the more competitive precincts as
compared to the less competitive precincts. This evidence again supports our hypothesis that if
an election is perceived to be closer, voters will be motivated to turn out in higher numbers.
The elections that we examined coincide with the years Barack Obama was either running for
President or was acting President. Thus it makes sense that on average Democrat vote count was
higher than Republican average vote count in presidential election years. It is also interesting to
note, that while Democrat vote count in precincts was higher on average than Democratic vote
count, Republican voters turned out at more consistent levels, whereas average Democratic vote
count was more erratic.

Figure 1 provides a simple illustration of the various treatment effects on the mean number of
votes at the precinct level. Visually, it seems that our hypothesis is inconclusive. The comparison
(“No Change”) and the precincts that became more competitive after belonging to blue-leaning
districts exhibit increases in average vote count, the increase in the treatment group is larger. The
only other group that shows an increase includes precincts that switched from non-competitive
blue-leaning to non-competitive red-leaning, which we did not specify in our hypothesis (these
are exploratory/secondary findings). Precincts that became more competitive from red-leaning
show no real change, and we hypothesized an increase. We see decreases in average votes in

both of the groups that became less competitive, but the group that shifted to blue-leaning
districts is the only one of the pair that shows a relatively large drop.

Figure 2 also tracks our primary outcome, but shows trends in vote count over time for each of
the three groups. While our regressions investigate this quantitatively, it appears that
observations 2010 and earlier show relatively parallel trends, but the gaps between groups’
observations certainly appear larger in 2012 than they do in 2008 (both general election years).

Results

Table 3 - Basic Regressions of Precinct Change on Vote Count
(Using Difference-in-Difference Analysis)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

More Competitive

164.03**
[19.96]

177.65**
[19.64]

111.74**
[15.62]

141.82**
[14.10]

26.40**
[9.76]

Less Competitive

-150.64**
[11.41]

-150.74**
[10.45]

17.58
[9.49]

59.92**
[8.87]

-36.88**
[6.39]

Constant
R²

721.79
.003

6810.38
.130

7514.31
.400

7507.91
.401

707.47
.001

Observations

113,112

113,112

113,112

113,112

113,112

Notes: Specifications 2-5 include controls for presidential, gubernatorial, and senator elections, as well as
incumbency and non-contested elections. Specification 3 adds time and state fixed effects. Specification 4
adds interacted variables. Specification 5 adds fixed effects at the precinct level. Standard errors are
clustered at the precinct level.
**Indicates that the estimate is statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval

Table 3 shows our basic difference-in-difference estimates of the effects of district
competitiveness on raw voter turnout. The “More Competitive” row represents 𝛽1 coefficients on
voter turnout; that is, the ‘treatment effect’ of a precinct switching from a non-competitive to a
competitive district. The “Less Competitive” row corresponds with 𝛽2 coefficients on voter
turnout, or the average treatment effect of a precinct switching from a competitive to a noncompetitive district (standard errors in brackets). Specifications (2) through (5) build off of our
initial model by adding in covariates, fixed effects, and interactions. We decided to cluster
standard errors to mitigate the sampling problem baked into our experimental design; we
clustered standard errors at the precinct level, our unit of analysis. It’s common econometric
practice to cluster standard errors as a way to correct for experimental design problemsxxix, and
we feel that this adds to the rigor of our design.
We see across all specifications of our basic model in terms of total votes, redistricting precincts
into more competitive districts is associated with increased total votes relative to comparison
precincts. Conversely, we see that redistricting precincts into less competitive districts is
associated with decreased total votes relative to the comparison group.
Disregarding the direction of change and examining only the size of the change in votes for each
variable, the effect of being moved into a more competitive district has a much higher magnitude
than that of being moved into a less competitive district - until we use our fixed effects
specification - which is interesting because it suggests that holding all else constant, changes in
district competitiveness impact voter behavior. For especially political voters who are aware of

the switch, this might cause an immediate reaction (e.g. a Republicans being more keen to vote
when they know that they are in a district where reelecting a Republican congressman is less of a
“sure thing” than their former district). It could also signal an indirect impact on voter behavior,
wherein increased campaign or party-funded efforts pour into the district in order to get out the
vote.
Table 4 - Regressions of Precinct Change on Vote Count
(Using Difference-in-Difference Analysis)
(1
(2)
(3)
(4)
)

(5)

More Competitive from
Democratic

582.48**
[40.74]

412.52**
[34.12]

-53.20
[48.65]

-27.53
[42.36]

14.08
[9.63]

More Competitive from
Republican

130.92**
[15.68]

108.43**
[15.72]

44.37**
[14.73]

-68.20**
[14.60]

-21.96**
[7.80]

Competitive to Democratic

148.41
[77.21]
130.87**
[11.27]
-48.42
[19.30]
-216.26**
[13.47]

103.40
[67.95]
-131.14**
[10.55]
-50.75**
[18.96]
-223.47**
[12.97]

-86.02
[55.87]
28.22**
[10.18]
-52.93**
[16.66]
-71.45**
[12.29]

169.73**
[66.77]
47.74**
[9.20]
25.84
[17.03]
-49.89**
[10.47]

-74.29**
[9.99]
-42.70**
[6.05]
-50.08**
[10.30]
15.68
[8.98]

Constant
R²

703.70
.022

6620.13
.140

7528.337
.401

7523.98
.402

7523.98
.0003

Observations

113,112

113,112

113,112

113,112

113,112

Competitive to Republican
Republican to Democratic
Democratic to Republican

Notes: Specifications 2-5 include controls for presidential, gubernatorial, and senator elections, as
well as incumbency and non-contested elections. Specification 3 adds time and state fixed effects.
Specification 4 adds interacted variables. Specification 5 adds fixed effects at the precinct level.
Standard errors are clustered at the precinct level across all specifications.
**Indicates that the estimate is statistically significant at the 95% confidence interval

In our more detailed model, our first specifications show that as districts become more
competitive, voter turnout increases. However, when we look at Specification 5 with
incorporated interactions and fixed effects, we see that voter turnout actually decreases when
districts become more competitive if they were previously Republican. We also see that less
competitive precincts see decreased voter turnout as well, regardless of the district’s party
makeup. The magnitude of the decrease is much greater for precincts that turn to less competitive
districts than for the precincts that become more competitive. We can also examine the effect of

precincts switching from Democratic to Republican districts and see that this switch is associated
with a significant decrease in voter turnout.
In all models, we clustered standard errors at the precinct level. This accounts for our
experimental design wherein the treatment (redistricting) is assigned at the precinct level. When
treatment is assigned by clusters with smaller elements therein (voters), it’s best practice to
cluster at the level of assignment (precincts).
Similarly, adding in precinct fixed effects (Specification 5) addresses any treatment effect that’s
correlated with characteristics within precincts that do not change over time. For example,
demographic characteristics and community history might impact voting behavior; adding in
Limitations:
Voting Precincts:
Precinct-level voter turnout data doesn’t exist. This is due to the fact that there is very limited
voter registration data at a precinct level. Accurate voter rolls are not kept or tabulated at a
precinct level. Voter registration records are maintained at a municipal or county level, which
then reports registration totals to the states. Precincts are drawn by the municipalities or counties.
This inconsistency in voter registration reporting means that we cannot use precinct voter turnout
as a measure of political participation. Fortunately, precincts do not significantly change
demographically over the period of our analysis. Therefore, we can use total raw votes and the
vote share function as practical measures of political engagement and responsiveness election to
election.
Demographic data is also not captured on a precinct level. Census tracts are typically around
double the average size of a voting precinct and counties rarely draw their voting precincts
parallel to census tracts. Our analysis could be made more robust if we are able to look at certain
demographic groups and characteristics. Furthermore, we are limited by the fact that most
covariates exist at the congressional district level. There are plenty of unique events that vary
within precincts, states, and/or congressional districts over time that can impact our outcome
measures. For example, if a small town experienced an atypical spike in gun violence within the
measurement period, this would likely impact voter engagement especially if the incidence was
close to an election. Fixed effects help overcome these limitations to some extent.
Methods:
While our methods are strong and rigorous, in theory, the ideal design would involve testing
adjacent precincts wherein one remains in the original congressional district and the other is
moved to a much more or much less competitive district. The proximity of these “treatment and
comparison” precincts control for several unobservable characteristics and optimizes internal

validity. Due to time and resource constraints, such methods are beyond the scope of this paper,
but it should signal to political scientists that more precinct-level analysis needs to be done.
Time:
We are limited to only four elections for a range of reasons, primarily because different standards
of data collection vary across time. Ideally we’d be able to conduct this study over one
“redistricting cycle.” In other words, eight elections total, with four elections before the
treatment and four elections after. Barack Obama won both presidential elections over the course
of our analysis, which also means our data is skewed Democratic by the inherent nature of the
time. We are also only limited to six states due to a few reasons. First, year by year elections are
reported in different formats that make tracking precinct to precinct over time nearly impossible.
Second, actual metrics are not consistent over time. Third, voting precincts often change for a
range of reasons. It’s easy to control in the six selected states but inconsistent precinct drawing
practices mean that it’s nearly impossible to track election to election at this level of analysis.
Ideally, it would be nice to incorporate all states with a significant number of redrawn
congressional districts in order to strengthen our analysis.
Metrics:
PVI is an imperfect measurement of partisanship and competitiveness. This study could be more
robust if we included a range of partisanship indices in order to minimize the weaknesses of
individual metrics. PVI doesn’t capture individual election competitiveness due to the nature of
its construction, instead it’s a best guess of partisan leaning based on national politics. Further,
the method of construction is not a perfect match over the time horizon of our analysis.
Conclusion
Our research demonstrates that electoral competitiveness has a meaningful positive correlation
with voter participation. Analysis shows that the competitiveness of a district affects voter
turnout for precincts switching between competitive and non-competitive districts. This effect is
especially strong for precincts that switch into more competitive districts, with turnout increasing
by 26%. Given past findings on how electoral closeness affects turnout, our findings are indeed
plausible. Yet unlike other research that depended on county and district-level data, we were able
to drill further down into precinct-level data, allowing us to more closely examine voter turnout.
Our results suggest that redistricting, whether political or not, can have massive effects not just
on the partisan makeup of a district, but also on voter turnout. As gerrymandering continues to be
a highly prominent and partisan issue, the effect it has on voter participation is something that
needs to be examined as one of its consequences.
This research contributes to how we understand what effects competitiveness in districts can
have and what motivates voters to vote. However, more research needs to be done in this area.

Given our data limitations, we suggest that effort is focused on standardizing precinct-level
voting data and that precincts are consistently mapped over time to further this type of research.
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Appendix
Tables
Summary Statistics of Treatment Variables by Year
Became
competitive
from dem

All
Precincts

Became more
Switched from Switched from
Became Dem competitive
Became GOP Dem to GOP
GOP to Dem
noncompetitive from GOP
noncompetitive noncompetitive Noncompetitive

less_blue more_blue less_red

more_red

blue2red

red2blue

2006
PVI

2.677704 10.10938

0.194847 -8.034901 -0.1388889

dem_votes

362.9411 830.5134

428.2206

294.2936

gop_votes

257.0592 449.6529

359.438

total_votes

634.9832 1297.667

791.6006

dem_share
gop_share

2008

7.52233

-10.87689

208.0723

233.8466

257.9053

425.2109

246.2594

182.9631

303.5114

754.9947

459.7256

417.6592

579.4508

0.6022227 0.7240599

0.6054989 0.4379058

0.4863983

0.6072688

0.4671735

0.3748595 0.2602839

0.389422 0.5205074

0.5031779

0.3892283

0.4707985

All
Precincts

less_blue more_blue less_red

PVI

1.700385

dem_votes

528.8941 1183.342

660.768

gop_votes

387.0124 529.0189

total_votes

937.2441 1728.867

dem_share
gop_share

2010

blue2red

red2blue

0.1692673

7.281922

-13.59038

458.501

317.1164

300.9418

429.238

411.6104

525.9249

377.2378

237.0531

397.2016

1088.095

1003.219

698.6591

541.8281

873.2419

0.5756291 0.7119645

0.6539263 0.4884499

0.464066

0.562367

0.5064611

0.3993368 0.2742659

0.3309581 0.4901665

0.5322907

0.4314307

0.4211404

All
Precincts

10.1 -0.1120977 -9.306506

more_red

less_blue more_blue less_red

PVI

0.330953 8.356984 -0.6631689 -6.302213

dem_votes

298.5112 719.0687

383.9286

gop_votes

331.1501 580.0366

total_votes

652.3531 1343.529

dem_share
gop_share

more_red

blue2red

red2blue

-6.688144

-1.335255

-8.194588

281.0436

175.8138

172.9347

239.0477

296.9822

385.9405

282.3689

272.6398

286.3196

692.0042

679.2676

467.7597

447.2546

549.2204

0.4800671 0.5429262

0.5768429 0.4468944

0.3867861

0.4482543

0.4647939

0.4867226 0.4215985

0.4038579 0.5363398

0.5925422

0.5482936

0.4835873

2012
PVI
dem_votes

All
Precincts

less_blue more_blue less_red

1.377048 2.750925
484.225 1074.239

12.10471 -4.408725

more_red

blue2red

red2blue

-7.687787

-7.42439

14.79457

640.7012

435.6174

257.9337

251.4117

447.6408

gop_votes

434.3226

677.889

371.98

543.3322

378.8729

380.0888

318.2558

total_votes

945.8529 1866.855

1038.122

992.0289

658.8949

647.7444

804.8243

dem_share

0.5158009 0.5775519

0.630847 0.4590786

0.3845787

0.4334502

0.5980165

gop_share

0.4555988 0.3473886

0.3443308 0.5262508

0.5865483

0.5431847

0.366544

dswitch

0.3594598 0.6535142

0.7588235 0.2020134

0.4832567

0.5941463

0.8346253

2014
PVI

All
Precincts

less_blue more_blue less_red

0.3061906 3.627907

13.85714 -1.283802

more_red

blue2red

red2blue

-12.82155

-12.12081

15.26859

dem_votes

275.8551 686.9834

377.9864

233.7055

113.7632

119.6779

270.0096

gop_votes

276.8984 509.0786

189.0501

369.1024

273.8117

269.1831

158.2242

total_votes

570.7247 1209.949

593.7028

612.1479

399.8685

397.6692

462.1918

dem_share

0.5016913 0.5908616

0.7219883 0.3987991

0.2816285

0.3277566

0.6547007

gop_share

0.4659112 0.3958641

0.2133552 0.5876101

0.6982026

0.6481902

0.2462744

